SUNNYSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

August 2015

Dear Staff, Students, Families, and Partners of Sunnyside Unified School District,
On behalf of our school system and school board, we are pleased to present
our five-year strategic plan. The plan reflects your feedback and the priorities
that you identified as necessary to help Sunnyside Unified School District move
forward as a strong system. We know that our organization has experienced a
number of challenges over the years, and now is our time to refocus our school
system on a pathway for future success in every classroom, every school and
every child.
The launch of this 2015-2020 strategic plan provides an exciting new chapter
for Sunnyside Unified School District. Our plan, titled “2020 Vision,” is about
shifting our focus to our strengths and creating an organizational culture where
student and staff are engaged, supported and encouraged. If we focus on
doing the right things and doing them well, we can become a system where
every school builds on each student’s strengths and where every teacher
makes students excited about the future.
The strategic plan includes our newly developed mission and vision, updated
core beliefs and new goals. At the heart of the plan is our mission, which is, in
part, to ensure that every student will graduate ready for success in careers and
college. Our strategic plan serves as a roadmap for achieving our vision to be a
high-performing district where students love to learn, educators inspire, families
engage and the community trusts the system.
We believe this strategic plan is a significant first step of the many we plan to
take together to move our system forward. Success does not happen by
accident. Schools and district do not become high performing by chance.
Having student prepared for success in both career and college requires our
personal and collective commitment, dedication, discipline and focus on
building a caring culture of trust and collaboration. The success of this strategic
plan rests on everyone. When all of us across our school community and
organization carry out our respective roles, our children will graduate on time
from high school; have real choices to pursue college and careers; and most
importantly, allow our student’s greatest abilities to be developed to make
possible the discovery and pursuit of their dreams.
Sincerely,
Steve Holmes
Superintendent
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Daniel Hernandez
Governing Board President

A representative community team was identified to facilitate the development of
the 2015-2020 strategic plan priorities and goals. We appreciate the valuable
contributions of the following community members:

Superintendent
Steven D. Holmes
Strategic Plan Chairperson
Jan Vesely, Ed.D.
Governing Board Members
Daniel Hernandez, President
Buck Crouch, Clerk
Eva Dong, Member
Eric Giffin, Member
Beki Quintero, Member

Jaime Aguilar —Parent—Desert View
Maria Carmen Aguilar —Parent—Desert View
Victoria Flores—Parent—Lauffer
Gina Lopez—Parent—Summit View
Norma Marquez—Parent—Sierra
Gardenia Noriega—Parent—Gallego
Elvira Romero—Parent—Los Amigos
Denise Sanchez—Parent—Sunnyside High
Raquel Sanchez—Parent—Apollo
Alex Sproule—Parent—Mission Manor
Veronica Tapia—Parent—Elvira
Dolores Carrillo—Community member—
Javier Herrera—Community member—Ward 5 Management Analyst
Yolanda Herrera—Community member—
Lisa Lovallo—Community member—Cox Communications
Albert Magallenez—Community member—
Rudy McCormick—Community member—U of A
Margie Mortimore—Community member—
Karina Salazar—Community member—U of A
Herman Verdugo—Community member—Community member
Dr. June Webb-Vignery—Community member—Metropolitan Ed Commission
Dr. Kristen Swanson—Consultant—Bright Bytes
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Mary Acosta—Teacher —Los Ninos
Zelika Araiza—Teacher —Sunnyside High School
Guadalupe Armendariz—Teacher —Santa Clara
*Javier Baca—IT Director—Administration
Brett Baldauf—Teacher —Challenger
Victoria Barajas—Teacher —Esperanza
Cristina Barcelo—SEA - Teacher—Los Ninos
Tammi Bauschka—Innovations for Learning—Administration
Joe Becza—Teacher —Mission Manor
John Benavidez—Principal—Challenger
Judy Benavidez—Teacher —Apollo
* Dr. Deb Bergman—Assist Superintendent—Administration
*Pam Betten—Director of Middle Schools—Administration
Lynn Bush-Stephens—Special Ed—Esperanza
Caitlyn Campbell—Secondary Schools—Administration
Lori Carbajal—Classified—Elvira
Cristela Cardenas—Principal—Gallego
Emma Carrillo—Principal—Esperanza
Mario Castro—Desert View —Administration
Carmen Castro—Director of LAD—Administration
Erica Dagnino—Teacher —Desert View FA
*Dr. Ed Dawson—Federal Programs—Administration
Dara DeLaOssa—Teacher —Sunnyside High FA
Debra Dewoody—Classified—Sunnyside High FA
Kathy Dong—Professional Development—Administration
Rosamaria Duarte-Cocoa—Academic Interventionist—Liberty
Anisa Elias—Teacher —Los Amigos
Laura Emslie—Director of Recruitment —Administration
*Hector Encinas—Chief Financial Office —Administration
Dr. Eugenia Favela— Interim Superintendent—Administration
Tierra Fender—SEA - Instructional Coach—Challenger
Jennifer Flores—SEA - Teacher—Los Amigos
Kevin Fortuin—Native American Coordinator—Administration
*Andrea Foster—Parent Engagement—Administration
Sumaya Frick—Internship Coordinator—Sunnyside
Patricia Gamez—Principal—Rivera
Jose Gastelum—Principal—Desert View
Claudia Gaxiola—Principal—Liberty

Caroline Greene—Teacher —Ocotillo
Romelia Grijalva—Classified—Lauffer
Lisa Grijalva—Classified—Santa Clara
Erika Hannemann—Intervention Coordinator—Administration
Norma Higuera-Trask—Teacher —Challenger
Dr. Sharon Hooker—Director of SUN—Administration
Tom Hubbard—Project Manager—Administration
Arthea Hummingbird—Teacher —Rivera
Mark Irwin—Assistant Dir. of IT—Administration
Cindy Islas—Principal—Mission Manor
Eddie Islas—Principal—Santa Clara
Maryann Jester—SEA - Teacher—Sierra
Ken Kmak—Director of Business Operations—Administration
Dedee Krause—Principal—Los Ninos
Lauren Laveche—Teacher —Desert View FA
Dr. Julia Lindberg—Lead Program SP LAD —Administration
Pat Lindberg—SEA - Teacher—Santa Clara
Brenda Llanes—Classified—Mission Manor
Courtney Lofgren—Teacher —Los Ninos
Sonya Lopez—Classified —Desert View
Valerie Lopez-Miranda—Principal—Los Amigos
Laura Lujan—Teacher —Santa Clara
Anna Luzania—Teacher —Liberty
Betty Martinez—HR Supervisor—Administration
Mary Martinez—Teacher —Sierra
Isabel Martinez—Teacher —Craycroft
Roy Massani—Principal—Apollo
*Frank McCormick—Instructional Tech —Administration
Christie McDougall—Math Coordinator—Administration
Stephanie Membrila—Classified —Rivera
Brenan Micander—Teacher —Ocotillo
Sarah Miners—Teacher —Gallego
Bob Miranda—Principal—Lauffer
Krystal Miranda—Classified—Craycroft
Adriana Molina—Principal—Sunnyside High School
Maria Molina—Teacher —Liberty
Mary Montano—Principal—Summit View
Lizette Munoz—Classified—Esperanza
Tammie Newsome—Counselor—Desert View FA
Paul Ohm—Principal—Ocotillo

Eneida Orci—Principal—Drexel
Joel Palomarez—Academic Interventionist—Lauffer
Joel Peralta—Classified—Ocotillo
Stephanie Ponce—Digital Curriculum —Administration
Kathy Prather—CTE Director—Administration
Tina Prewitt—Teacher —Sierra
Triny Quintana—Classified—Apollo
Ana Ramirez—Teacher —Drexel
Kerri Ravenscroft—Teacher —Elvira
Roxana Rico—Elementary Director—Administration
Becky Ridge—Literacy Coordinator—Administration
Jim Ridge—Principal—Craycroft
Pam Robles—Teacher —Lauffer
Debbie Roche—Asst. Principal—Apollo
Rosemary Rosas—Principal—Desert View FA
Donna Samorano—Principal—Sierra
Ivette Sanchez—Teacher —Summit View
Salvador Sanchez—Classified—Los Ninos
Hans Schot—Testing Coordinator—Administration
Victoria Schroeder—SEA - Teacher—Desert View
Carol Steffgen—Teacher —Gallego
Kimberly Stewart—Classified—Drexel
Steve Sudderth—Teacher —Desert View
Donna Tapia-Twomey—Instructional Tech Coach—Liberty
Sue Tillis—Director of Special ED.—Administration
Andy Townsend—Principal—Elvira
Jeff Uhrig—Asst. Principal—Sierra
NJ Utter—Director of College Readiness—Administration
*Mary Veres—Public Information Dir.—Administration
*Dr. Jan Vesely—Deputy Superintendent—Administration
Alissa Welch—Principal—Sunnyside High FA
Shawn Whitney—Teacher —Desert View
Patty Wood—Special Ed—Sunnyside High School
Kyle Worley—Admin Intern—Apollo
Wesley Yandell—Special Ed—Sierra
Kimberly Zambrano—Classified—Sierra
Sonia Zapiain—Classified—Los Amigos

2 0 / 2 0 V I S I O N F O R S U N N YS I D E
Build career & college readiness through an exceptional education with strong foundations of
organizational effectiveness to ensure each student reaches the graduate profile.
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In July 2014, Sunnyside School District embarked
upon the first steps to guide our district towards a
new beginning focused on important outcomes for our
students. This process began by developing a vision,
mission and plan for the desired future of the district to
lead our students to career and college readiness.
District leaders initiated the development of our vision,
mission and core beliefs and was further refined with
additional input from our parent council, district
schools, and in community sessions. We also posted
draft versions on our website for community input.

OUR VISION

Sunnyside Unified School District has a VISION
that is simple and powerful:
We inspire learning so that our students’ greatest
abilities will be developed and make possible the
discovery and pursuit of their dreams. The SUSD
graduate will engage in the lifelong pursuit of academic
knowledge as critical and creative thinkers, effective
communicators
and
collaborators
who
are
technologically literate to confidently confront the great
challenges of their generation.

The MISSION of Sunnyside Unified School District is
to build upon our students’ strengths and ensure that
all students are socially, emotionally and academically
prepared for College & Career success by creating
challenging, meaningful and engaging learning
opportunities so that all students thrive and are
prepared to contribute to a diverse, rapidly changing,
global society.
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We Believe
that we must
ENGAGE
every student,
every day

In creating this change, we are guided by our CORE BELIEFS:
WE BELIEVE that meaningful collaboration is vital to our success;
strong partnerships are built on trust and open/honest
communication; and building relationships with our community
requires us to understand the perspectives and experiences of
others.
THEREFORE, we will build a culture where everyone feels valued
in their impact to our collective success and respect the inherent
value of each student and incorporate the strengths and diversity
of students, families, staff and communities.

WE BELIEVE that each and every student matters; societal
inequities and unique learning needs will not be barriers to student
success
THEREFORE, we will hold high expectations for all students and
staff; distribute resources as necessary to provide extra supports
so that all students can achieve; identify and eliminate any
institutional barriers to students’ success; and ensure equitable
practices are used in all classrooms and workplaces.

WE BELIEVE that a high-performing district includes effective staff
and leadership, effective organizational systems and an engaged
community.
THEREFORE, we will push unceasingly for continuous
improvement in effective teaching, leadership, and district
accountability to produce the highest quality outcomes.
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Together with parents, students, employees and community members,
SUSD envisioned and is creating a 5-year strategic plan to help define
who we are, what we stand for and how we want our district to
grow. In mid 2014, SUSD reached out to our partners in the education
of greater Tucson's children and youth. We invited you - a broad and
representative range of parents, business representatives, nonprofit
executives, district employees and civic leaders, to join us in a
conversation about the long-term plan for our district.
We began with a survey to collect data on the following questions:

In January 2015, we convened representatives from the entire
district along with community members to review all relevant data
collected to analyze and guide the development of SUSD’s 5-year
strategic plan. The following reform priorities for the strategic plan
became evident through analysis of common themes that emerged
from the survey, community discussions and focus groups:


Build college & career readiness through an exceptional
education.



Develop human capital by recruiting and supporting the
best teachers, administrators, and support staff to serve
our district.



What do you see as the greatest challenges and issues
facing the district?





What knowledge, values and skills should SUSD graduates
possess in order to be prepared to successfully compete in
college and careers?

Engage family and community members to increase
expertise, trust, and shared responsibility for student
success.





What measures or evidence should be used to evaluate the
district, and

Establish a system of continuous improvement of
performance management systems.



What should be the financial priorities for our district?



Develop clearly defined data systems and engage in
research activities that provide a comprehensive,
unbiased evaluation of form, function, and purpose.

We asked for your input, and you answered with enthusiasm, candor
and a passion for making our schools better. More than 600
neighbors, teachers, students and partners joined the
conversation through community meetings, online discussions and
surveys. Your feedback was incredibly valuable in helping determine
our school district's priorities in the decade ahead.

The common themes will become the foundation of the strategic
plan’s five major goals to all focused on improving our work to
ensure our students will reach the SUSD Graduate Profile that will
prepare them for career and college success. Each goal includes
three to five strategies that focus our efforts over the next five years.
Under each strategy there are specific action steps that define the
work and the office/department responsible for implementation.
Some important strategies will require additional funding resources
and capacity- building over time.
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GOAL 1: BUILD CAREER & COLLEGE READINESS THROUGH AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION.

Strategic Priority 1: SUSD will design the graduate profile with PreK-12 markers to ensure that all students are socially, emotionally, and
academically prepared for College and Career success.

YEAR ONE

Focus Area: Design the graduate profile

Focus Area: Establish a culture of college and career readiness in all schools

Graduate Profile


Develop integrated tracking systems of dual credit, certifications, service
learning, badging, developmental placement, internships and job shadows.



Create a matrix by school and district to reflect measures and progress.



Begin the process of collecting baseline data to track the identified measures
of graduate profile (ADE CCR portal, National Student Clearinghouse, etc.)

Career and College Culture


Introduce AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) to 6 new elementary schools.



Begin implementation of strategies to support the 4 domains of college and career
readiness: systems, culture, instructional strategies and leadership.



Produce and share video showing how every member of the community plays a part in helping
our students achieve CCRS (parents, teachers, students, community, business, post secondary)
to dispel myths about the CCRS.



Research and define the criteria for truly fine and rigorous capstone projects and portfolios.



Research, design, and develop portal to upload and display student portfolios.
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Strategic Priority 2: Rigorous and Relevant Curriculum and Instruction to build Critical Thinking, Communication, Collaboration,
Creativity
Focus Area: Curriculum and Instruction to build critical thinking, communication, collaboration and creativity

Focus Area: Equity, Access and Excellence to ensure an exceptional education

YEAR ONE

Curriculum and Instruction

Equity, Access, Excellence



Design an easily accessible and usable scope and sequence to build 4 C’s
with an evaluation rubric for yearly analysis and improvement.



Analyze current gaps in student performance and report root cause of underperformance
towards equity and access to an exceptional education.



Align curriculum and assessments across grade levels to guarantee a
rigorous set of learning expectations with embedded assessments.





Pilot development of Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and
Mathematics (STEAM) units through integrated authentic learning
opportunities.

Identify strategies and create plan that ensures equitable access for ALL students (students with
special needs, underperformers, English Language Learners and advanced learners) to receive
meaningful access to core instruction and technical skill and workplace credentials
within curricular units of study and/or instructional program guides.



Create a matrix that identifies the knowledge, skills, and support students need to successfully
transition to new schools and grade levels, such as the transition from early childhood to
kindergarten, from elementary to the middle grades, from the middle grades to high school, and
high school to postsecondary and/or career.



Identify and provide pathways for advanced curriculum and opportunities for students to enter
postsecondary education with academic credit and nationally recognized technical skill credentials (Microsoft, Adobe, SolidWorks, etc.) (i.e. advanced/honors courses,
advanced placement courses, dual enrollment courses, gifted and talented education).



Identify and share essential components of instruction that challenge, engage,
and build communication to optimize student learning using lead teachers from
pilot schools to replicate practices school wide.



Embed and utilize AVID WICOR (Writing, Inquiry, Collaboration, Organization
and Reading to Learn) strategies within lesson planning and during delivery of
instruction.



Ensure that new teachers (year 1) are trained to deliver challenging and engaging instruction that is driven by a high quality curriculum and based on
meeting the individual needs of every child.





Create learning targets and develop success criteria for each unit or course
that allow students, families/caregivers, and teachers to identify what students
know and what they need to know.

Identify needed strategies, systems, and resources needed to support flexible grouping, differentiation, and personalized learning opportunities to meet students’ individual needs including
those with high needs.



Implement the UVA School Improvement model at four schools to raise academic
performance and incubate innovative pathways for district wide improvement.



Provide access and information regarding magnet schools through a published catalog.



Conduct research (focus groups, parent/community education) and develop timeline for implementation of a dual language program.



Develop clear procedures for school assignment and addressing needs of special
populations.



Design cross-curricular writing opportunities aligned to grade level standards.



Design a K-12 map to build student’s civic knowledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary to participate in, preserve, and strengthen citizenship.



Identify common systems of support to enhance student engagement, monitor
and respond to student behavior issues, and implement alternatives to
suspension and restorative practices.



Pilot innovative instructional practices through project-based learning experiences at targeted schools through PBL training and support.



Develop school-based training on root cause analysis and foundations of
Network Improvement Committees to improve and scale-up effective teacher practices during collaboration.
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GOAL 2: DEVELOP HUMAN CAPITAL BY IMPLEMENTING A COHESIVE APPROACH TO THE

YEAR ONE

RECRUITMENT, SELECTION, PREPARATION, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RETENTION OF
EFFECTIVE TEACHERS, LEADERS AND SUPPORT STAFF FOR ALL SCHOOLS.

Focus Area: Institute a variety of programs designed to retain and develop
teachers, teacher leaders, school leaders, and support staff in Sunnyside

Focus Area: External Communication to enhance staff, teacher & leader recruitment/
retention.



Develop and Implement (Phase I) of the new teacher mentor program.





Establish and implement district-wide criteria for identifying highly qualified teachers
as potential mentors for new teachers.

Update Human Resources Webpage to ensure easy access for potential candidates to
include mobile viewing capabilities.



Update the applicant tracking system Winocular and add the following components:
workspace electronic references; job postings; smart forms; URLs; mobile application
abilities.



Plan and coordinate career fairs each semester.



Improve visibility and maximize applicants by utilizing the following systems: Applicant
Tracking System; Sunnyside website; online postings and national websites; Google URL
presence; College job boards; University job boards; social media (Facebook, Twitter,
Linked in) and teacher job boards.



Research efficient and effective applicant tracking systems through the RFP process.



Actively seek and recruit student teachers at the following institutions: UA-College of
Education: UA “Teach Arizona” program; UA South campus; NAU-College of Education;
GCU-College of Education; University of Phoenix; ASU-College of Education and other
local accredited programs.



Attend State and National Career Fairs throughout the year to recruit new certified staff.



Provide resources for teachers annually regarding the Federal Loan Forgiveness
programs, tuition reduction plans, etc.



Develop and implement trainings needed for classified employees to maximize outcomes
focused on the school excellence and student performance.



Create a growth and development cycle for all classified (non-teaching) employees



Research and recommend resources for the delivery of individualized learning
opportunities for all employees.



Pilot systematic evaluations of professional learning content that incorporates
educator feedback.



Research and recommend platforms for professional learning communities that
empower educators to collaborate and share learning resources and best
practices.



Design and pilot differentiated leadership programs to support aspiring principals and
current principals.



Bring teacher leaders together to consult and review district-wide instructional
curriculum collaboration plan.



Research and recommend a yearly attendance incentive to reward teachers, leaders
and support staff that do not use PTO days.



Provide incentives to support teacher and leader retention/recruitment.
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GOAL 3: ENGAGE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO INCREASE EXPERTISE, TRUST, AND SHARED

YEAR ONE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR STUDENT SUCCESS.

Focus Area: Establish a culture that promotes
equitable outcomes in student learning through a
welcoming, supportive, safe and healthy
environment

Focus Area: Communication- Support
proactive and transparent
communication with all stakeholders to
foster trust and collaboration

Focus Area: Build partnerships
among students, families, staff, and
community partners to support
student academic success

Focus Area: Establish enduring relationships within the community to
promote lifelong (adult) learning
opportunities and a culture of trust.





Research efficient and effective
communications system through the
RFP process.





Seek out partnerships with
community agencies to provide adult
learning opportunities.



Select communications system for
FY16 to improve outgoing
communications to parents and community members via multiple modalities.



Offer various parent workshops at
the site level.

Analyze and report aggregated data findings
from various parent surveys (i.e. School Climate,
Parent Engagement Needs Assessment, Native
American Education Parent Survey,
BrightBytes).



Distribute surveys in a timely manner to all
students, parents and staff using multiple
modalities (website, email, DPC, Sunnyside
App, paper).



Conduct community focus groups to obtain
additional input from parents and community
members on the current culture and strategies
they would like to see implemented.
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Expand “Sunnyside Meet
Yourself” event and invite the
community to view some of the
teaching and learning practices
across the district.
Review and update policies/
procedures to encourage,
improve and increase school
volunteers.

GOAL 4: PROVIDE THE HIGHEST QUALITY, RESPONSIVE AND EFFICIENT BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT SERVICES WITH
STRATEGIC PROCESSES FOR OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE, CUSTOMER SERVICE, AND SHARED ACCOUNTABILITY THAT SUPPORT
TEACHING AND LEARNING.

Facilities

Finance

Finance Transparency

External Funding

Legislative Advocacy

Focus Area: Develop and
implement a long-range
Master Facilities Plan that
supports high quality
facilities to enhance
student learning and
achievement and
community partnerships.

Focus Area: Provide
facilities that are clean,
safe and energy
efficient for students
and employees through
routine and preventive
maintenance and repair.

Focus Area:
Streamline systems
and processes so
that funds and
resources are
maximized.

Focus Area: Maximize
Existing Revenue and
Resources – SUSD will
develop a plan to leverage
district resources to
support the district’s 5
year strategic plan.

Focus Area: SUSD will
effectively communicate
to and educate all
stakeholders on the
finances of the district.

Focus Area: SUSD
will actively seek and
identify external
funding to leverage
resources that
enhance student
achievement.

Focus Area:
Collaborate with
legislature to develop
strong relationships
that promote
advocacy for
education.

 Conduct facilities audit to
develop a long-range
Master Facilities Plan.

 Research automated
work order systems and
provide recommendations to SUSD needs to
ensure work orders are
streamlined to provide
efficient turnaround of
repairs.

 Implement a
Phased System
Installation for a
SUSD district-wide
Planning System

 Make recommendations
for sustainable funding
sources that allow for
effective and efficient
funding and resource
allocations, based on
priorities of the Strategic
Plan.

 Provide ongoing
communication on the
finances of the district
via the SUSD website
and within written communications that are
shared throughout our
community.

 Create a multi-tiered
financial needs
assessment that
identifies external
funds and resources
to support student
achievement.

 SUSD will increase
awareness in public
education funding
and issues.

YEAR ONE
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GOAL 5: DEVELOP CLEARLY DEFINED DATA SYSTEMS AND ENGAGE IN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES THAT

YEAR ONE

PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE AND OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF FORM, FUNCTION, AND PURPOSE OF ALL
CURRICULAR AND DISTRICT SYSTEMS.

Focus Area: Establish robust data
gathering and reporting systems

Focus Area: Establish a Research and
Development organizational unit



Establish Data Integrity Committee to
vet and prioritize data, monitor goals
and resource needs.





Clarify roles and responsibilities for
data gathering and reporting within I.T.
department.

Identify needs, goals and vision of the
Research & Development
organizational unit including program
evaluation





Identify needs and differentiate for
various user groups and Network Improvement Communities (NIC).

Establish organizational structure of
Research & Development
organizational unit.





Identify desired data and their
sources.



Initiate development of SUSD data
dashboard system.



Establish a data request (ticketing)
system to disseminate needed data.



Develop and create data reports to
meet stakeholder needs on an
ongoing basis.



Focus Area: Implement a program
evaluation model and protocols/
procedures to address district
curricular needs
 Determine priority system for
addressing program evaluation
needs.

Focus Area: Develop and
support a data-driven decision making culture.


Develop a formal structure and process
to clarify an understanding of data
literacy.





Develop a system to give data reporting
access to various stakeholders.



Survey stakeholders for types of useful
data to support Network Improvement
Communities (NIC).



Provide differentiated professional
development on the use of data to
empower users to take ownership of their
analysis needs.



Develop procedures to assist decision
makers in integrating relevant data during
all planning processes (e.g., Network
Improvement communities).



Brand data availability resources
(DATALINK.susd12.org)

Extend Data Strategic Planning
Committee to encompass developing
research needs district-wide, site
specific, teacher action research.



Clarify roles/responsibilities for data
gathering/reporting within I.T. and
District.
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Meet with responsible person(s) of
programs in Phase I to determine
program evaluation objectives,
plan, timelines, etc.
Develop plan, methodology
procedures of data collection to
carry out program evaluation for
Phase I programs.
Implement and monitor program
evaluation of Phase I initiatives.

S U N N YS I D E G R A D U AT E P R O F I L E
Build career & college readiness through an exceptional education with strong foundations of organizational
effectiveness to ensure each student reaches the graduate profile.

SUSD
GRADUATE
PROFILE

BUILDING COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS THROUGH AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

BUILDING COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS THROUGH AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

SUSD students will:


Key
Content
Knowledge
refers to key foundational
content and "big ideas" from
core subjects that all students
must know well, and an
understanding of the structure
of knowledge in core subject
areas, which enables students
to gain insight into and retain
what they are learning.

Engage in rigorous and broad
curriculum, grounded in core
academic disciplines but also
consisting of other subjects that are
part of a well rounded, enriching
education.



Develop literacy across all content
areas by reading complex texts,
writing for multiple purposes, speaking
in a variety of situations, and using
language effectively.



Develop mathematical analysis,
scientific inquiry, and engineering
design, as appropriate, to pose
questions, seek answers, and develop
solutions.



Become mathematically confident by
communicating and reasoning
mathematically, by acquiring
mathematical fluency, by applying
mathematics in real-world settings,
and by solving problems through the
integrated study of number systems,
geometry, algebra, data analysis,
probability, and trigonometry.
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SUSD staff will:


Ensure mastery of rigorous content and the facile
application or transfer of what has been learned to
complex and novel situations.



Evaluate what students know and are able to do through
multiple and diverse measures.



Evaluate and improve the alignment of K–12 curriculum
frameworks in English/language arts, mathematics, and
science to ensure that the important college and work
readiness skills in STEM fields are being introduced,
reaffirmed, and mastered at the appropriate times.



Evaluate and improve the quality and intensity of all
STEM core and advanced courses in high schools to
ensure both greater focus on in-depth content and
greater secondary-to-postsecondary curriculum
alignment.



Provide opportunities for dual enrollment, distance
learning, and other enrichment activities that will expand
opportunities for students to pursue advanced
coursework in core academic areas.



Defining visual/artistic literacy through a set of
overarching goals that clarify long-term expectations for
arts learning.



Provide opportunities to explore linguistic, artistic and
mathematical concepts.



Essential experiences to promote the creation of
language- and literacy-rich environments –these
experiences also provide continuous opportunities for
expanding vocabulary; engaging in active conversation
and storytelling; developing listening skills; and building
the skills needed to read, write, and respond to / ask
questions in multiple media.

BUILDING COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS THROUGH AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

SUSD students will:

The success of a well-prepared college
student and effective employee is built
upon a foundation of key cognitive
strategies that enable students to learn
content from a range of disciplines.
Cognitive knowledge describes the ways
of thinking that are necessary for collegecareer level work. They include formulating
hypotheses and developing problem-solving
strategies, identifying sources and collecting
information, analyzing and evaluating findings
or conflicting viewpoints, organizing and
constructing work products in a variety of
formats, and monitoring and confirming the
precision and accuracy of all work produced. In
other words, key cognitive strategies are
patterns of intellectual behavior that lead to the
development of mental processes and
capabilities necessary for college-level work
and ultimate career success.

SUSD staff will:



Utilize Intellectual openness through
curiosity and a thirst for deeper
understanding, questions the views of
others when those views are not logically
supported, accepts constructive criticism,
and changes personal views if warranted by
the evidence.



Demonstrate Precision and accuracy by
knowing what type of precision is most
appropriate for the task and the subject area
and uses precision appropriately to reach
correct conclusions in the context of the task
or the subject at hand.



Utilize Reasoning to consider arguments
and conclusions of self/others and construct
well-reasoned arguments to explain
positions.



Develop the ability to think critically,
coherently, and creatively.



Demonstrate Higher order thinking skills of
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation
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Provide essential experiences for discovery, problem
solving, and the acquisition of knowledge through
interesting and interactive activities; promote creativity,
cooperativeness, collaboration and persistence; and
support individualized growth, learning, and multiple
pathways to success through challenging content.



Maximize opportunities during instruction for openended problems and encourage full, meaningful
answers based on multiple variables, which require
using decomposition, data representation,
generalization, modeling, and algorithms.



Provide cross content experiences to analyze claims,
arguments and evidence; making inferences using
inductive or deductive reasoning; judging or evaluating
and making decisions or solving problems.



Maximize opportunities during instruction for students to
access, generate, process, analyze and transfer
information using appropriate technologies.



Enhance core content subjects by incorporating critical
thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity.



Provide opportunities to create and construct with
technology.

BUILDING COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS THROUGH AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

In order to transition successfully into
new environments, students must
possess knowledge and skills that help
students successfully move from high
school
to
college,
careers
and
citizenship.
Transitional Knowledge encompasses
specific knowledge necessary to select
an appropriate college, to apply and be
admitted, to obtain financial aid, to be
focused on an appropriate career or
major upon admission, to understand
college-level norms and expectations,
and to be a self-advocate within the
institutional framework of colleges.

SUSD students will have the ability to:

SUSD staff will:



Think critically and creatively to solve complex and
unfamiliar problems





Direct and evaluate their own learning, be aware of
resources available to support their learning, and
have the confidence to access these resources
when needed.

Present open-ended and real-world
problems to encourage students to
generate original or innovative solutions.



Empower students to take ownership of
their learning by allowing them to set
personal goals, to give input as to what
and how they learn to construct their
own knowledge.



Provide high-quality civic learning to
promote civic knowledge, skills and
dispositions to help students understand
public issues, view political engagement
as a means of addressing communal
challenges, and participate in civic
activities.



Teach skills and behaviors for
academic, college and career success.



Model work ethic skills of reliability,
dedication, productivity, cooperation,
and character.



Research to be able to identify and use
appropriate strategies and methodologies to
explore and answer problems.



Study independently and with a study group
utilizing the skills necessary to comprehend
material and complete academic tasks
successfully.



Manage Time so that the right time is allocated to
the right activity; using calendars and creating “to
do” lists to organize studying into productive
chunks of time; locating and utilizing settings
conducive to proper study; and balancing study
time with competing demands, such as work and
socializing.



Navigate and Access Career and College
information necessary for gaining admission to
postsecondary institutions, requirements and
readiness for employment and navigation within
both systems.



Set Goals by directing attention to important
activities and away from distractions to achieve
positive effects in achievement and work settings.



Develop civic responsibility by building historical
knowledge of the foundations of democracy, an
understanding of how America’s constitutional
principles are reinterpreted over time, and the skills
and dispositions needed for effective citizenship.



Display work ethic through reliability, dedication,
productivity, cooperation, and character.
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BUILDING COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS THROUGH AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

Development of Interpersonal and
Emotional
skills
is
a
crucial
benchmark that must be reached to
help improve college and career
readiness skills. This development
will address the processes through
which students acquire and effectively
apply the knowledge, attitudes, and
skills necessary to understand and
manage emotions, set and achieve
positive goals, feel and show empathy
for others, establish and maintain
positive relationships, and make
responsible decisions.

SUSD students will have the ability to:

SUSD staff will:



Value and respect diversity and
differences





Make constructive and healthy decisions
that promote hope, personal well-being,
and social behavior

Foster respect for diversity,
risk-taking, collaboration,
constructive debate, and
productive resolution.



Promote safety and socials,
emotional, and physical
well-being.



Create opportunities for students
and staff to interact positively
with each other.



Teach and model resilience,
perseverance, self-awareness,
and growth mindset.



Build on each others’ and
students’ strengths.



Build their resilience, perseverance, s
elf-awareness, and growth mindset.



Enhance their social awareness,
including collaboration, empathy, and
relationship-building skills.
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